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Abstract

Co-ordinated usage of resources in a Grid environment is a challenging task impeded by the nature of resource
usage and provision: Resources reside in different geographic locations, are managed by different organisations, and
the provision of reliable access to these resource usually has to be negotiated and agreed upon in advance. These pre-
requisites have to be taken into account providing solutions for the orchestration of Grid resources. In this document
we describe the use of WS-Agreement for Service Level Agreements paving the way for using multiple distributed
resources to satisfy a single service request. WS-Agreement is about to be released as a draft recommendation of the
Global Grid Forum and has already been implemented in a number of projects, two of which we will presented in this
paper.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation to use WS-Agreement

Today, the access to and use of services offered by a provider, e.g. use of resources in a Grid environment, are usually
governed by static agreements made beforehand between the parties. The parties thus already have to be in contact
before the actual (business) interaction takes place. However, in a large Grid environment with a large number of
providers of different services and an even larger number ofservice consumers this static approach is not feasible.

In contrast WS-Agreement [1] offers a reliable mechanism tocreate solid electronic agreements between different
parties interested in setting up dynamic collaborations that include mutual obligations, e.g. between service provider
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and service consumer. WS-Agreement thus fills the existing gap when trying to establish a dependable relation between
these parties (that must not have established a formal contractual relationship beforehand) enabling them e.g. to
provide a service on one side and to consume this service at the other side while the formal framework of this exchange
is governed by a dynamic contract. WS-Agreement empowers both parties to establish a dynamic electronic contract
that governs their ad hoc business connection set up to meet an actual need of one party with a service provided by
the other party. Once both sides have fulfilled their obligations specified in the agreement, the agreement is completed
and both partners have no longer mutual obligations from this agreement.

WS-Agreement is now in the state of a proposed recommendation which is the last phase before becoming a recom-
mendation of the Global Grid Forum (GGF [5]). Nevertheless,it is already used in a number of projects - two of them
being presented in this paper - and has attracted attention from several large communities like the telecommunications
and IT industries organised in the IPsphere Forum [7] or the partners in the European project EGEE [4].

1.2 WS-Agreement

The objective of the WS-Agreement draft specification, defined by the GRAAP Working Group [6] of the GGF, is to
provide a domain-independent and standard way to establishand monitor Service Level Agreements. The specification
comprises three major elements: (i) A description format for agreement templates and agreements; (ii) a basic protocol
for establishing agreements, and (iii) an interface specification to monitor agreements at runtime.

Agreements according to the specification are bilateral andset up between two roles, theAgreement Initiatorand
theAgreement Responder. These roles are independent of the roles of service provider, the domain that performs jobs
or other services, and service consumer. An agreement defines a dynamically-established and dynamically-managed
relationship between these parties. The object of the relationship is the delivery of a service, e.g. the execution of a job
or the availability of compute resources, by one of the parties within the context of the agreement. The management of
this delivery is achieved by agreeing on the respective roles, rights and obligations of the parties. The agreement may
specify not only functional properties for identification or creation of the service, but also non-functional properties of
the service such as performance or availability.

Fig. 1 outlines the main concepts and interfaces of the WS-Agreement specification. In the chosen example, the
Agreement Responder is a service provider, the Agreement Initiator the service consumer. An Agreement Responder
exposes an interface of anAgreement Factory, which offers an operation to create an agreement and an operation
to retrieve a set of agreement templates proposed by the agreement provider. Agreement templates are agreements
with fields to be filled in. Templates help an Agreement Initiator to create agreements that the agreement provider
can understand and accept. ThecreateAgreement operation returns accept or reject, if a synchronous reply is
expected. Otherwise, in case of a longer decision-making process, the service responder can convey the decision to
anAgreementResponse interface that the Initiator exposes. If thecreateAgreement operation succeeds, an
agreement instance is created. The agreement instance exposes the terms of the agreement as properties that can be
queried. In addition, runtime states for the agreement as a whole and its individual terms can be inspected by the
Initiator. All interfaces exposed by the parties, Agreement Factory,AgreementandAgreementResponseare resources
according to the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) [13]. Upon acceptance of an agreement, both service
provider and service consumer have to prepare for the service, which typically depends on the kind of service subject
to the agreement. For example, a service provider schedulesa job that is defined in the agreement. A service consumer
will make the stage-in files available as defined in the agreement. Further service specific interaction may take place
between the parties governed by the agreement.

The WS-Agreement draft specification defines the content model of both, agreements and agreement templates as
an XML-based language. Structurally, an agreement consists of a name, a context section, and the agreement terms.
The agreement context contains definitorial content such asthe definition of the parties and their roles in the agreement.
The agreement terms represent contractual obligations andinclude a description of the service as well as the specific
guarantees given. A service description term (SDT) can be a reference to an existing service, a domain specific
description of a service (e.g. a job using the Job SubmissionDescription Language (JSDL [2], a data service using
Data Access and Integration Services, etc.), or a set of observable properties of the service. Multiple SDTs can describe
different aspects of the same service. A guarantee term on the other hand specifies non-functional characteristics in
service level objectives as an expression over properties of the service, an optional qualifying condition under which
objectives are to be met, and an associated business value specifying the importance of meeting these objectives.

The WS-Agreement specification only defines the top-level structure of agreements and agreement templates.
This outer structure must be complemented by means of expressions suitable for a particular domain. For example, a
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Figure 1: Concepts and interfaces of WS-Agreement

guarantee term is defined as comprising the elements scope, qualifying condition, service level objective, and business
value. There are no language elements defined to specify a service level objective. Parties have to choose a suitable
condition language to express the logic expressions defining a service level objective. Agreement Templates contain
the same content structure as agreements but add a constraints section. This section defines which content of a template
agreement can be changed by an agreement initiation and the constraints which must be met when filling in a template
to create an agreement offer. A constraint comprises a namedpointer to an XML element in the context or term
sections of the agreement and a constraint expression defining the set of eligible values that can be filled in at this
position. For example, an Initiator might be able to choose between a number of options of a job or must specify the
location of a stage in file.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present two implementations of WS-
Agreement, followed by a summary of the experiences made (Section 3). Based on these experiences we present
the discussion of requirements for negotiation of Service Level Agreements in Section 4. An overview of further
developments in the GRAAP-WG related to this paper concludes the paper.

2 Implementations

2.1 Wide Area Business Grid

In this section, we describe a system using WS-Agreement in combination with JSDL to express SDTs for com-
plex, wide-area jobs. This system was developed within the framework of the Japanese Business Grid Project [3]
(2003-2005). The project’s mission was to develop a business Grid middleware realising a next generation business
application infrastructure.
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Figure 2: Wide Area Business Grid

2.1.1 Overview of the system

The main objective designing and implementing the system has been to make it easy to deploy and run business
applications like a 3-tier Web application in a data centre.The main characteristics of the system are:

• Job submission is realised by a job description using WS-Agreement and JSDL, and the Application Contents
Service (ACS).

• Brokering is used to allocate the necessary resources.

• Automatic deployment and configuration of programmes and data (including the necessary preparation of host-
ing environments) is realised by a language similar to the Configuration Description Language (CDL [8]), and
the ACS.

• Management of heterogeneous resources is realised throughGrid middleware agents providing a common in-
terface (resource virtualisation).

2.1.2 Use of WS-Agreement and JSDL

We chose JSDL with extensions as the domain-specific language used within the Agreement. The link between
JSDL constructs and WS-Agreement is realised through a convention specifying that the content of the JSDL element
JobName corresponds to WS-Agreement’sServiceName. We also extended the JSDL constructs in order to make
the description of more complicated resource requirementseasier. This resulted in two types of resource description
information for each job: (i) “Global” resource information for describing the type of the job or providing general
characteristics of the job (e.g. whether to allow automaticload control or not) and (ii) “local” resource information
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which describes the resource needed for each of the components that make up a pool to carry out the job. Several jobs
which are related - such as a 3-tier Web application for a Web shop and a batch job which calculates the sales info
every weekend - can be included in a single agreement.

2.1.3 Implementation of the Wide Area Business Grid

The agreement template as described above is utilised in order to realise a wide-area business Grid. The aim here is to
make it possible to share IT resources based on the contract/agreement among (i) distributed centres in an enterprise
and (ii) trusted partners’ data centres (resource providers), thus making it possible for an Application Service Provider
(ASP) to dispatch a complex job from a single portal, as depicted on the left side of Fig. 2. The right side of this figure
pictures a scenario where an ASP wants to dispatch a complex job consisting of two 3-tier Web applications spanning
over two sites (resource providers). The sequence of eventswhich occur in this scenario is as follows:

1. The Application Service Provider’s manager prepares anAgreement Offerwhich contains resource descriptions
of both Job1 for one site and Job2 for another site, and sends the offer to the Global Grid Job Manager (GGJM).

2. The GGJM splits the Agreement Offer into two Agreement Offers, one for each sub-job, and offers the Agree-
ment for Job1 to site A.

3. Site A decides to accept the Job, creates agreement1 and returns theEndpoint Reference(EPR) of the Agreement.

4. The GGJM stores the EPR of agreement1 internally and then offers the Agreement Offer for Job2 to site B.

5. Site B decides to reject the offer.

6. GGJM offers the Agreement Offer for Job2 to site C.

7. Site C decides to accept the offer, creates agreement2 andreturns its EPR.

8. The GGJM stores the EPR of agreement2, creates an agreement for the complete job and returns it to the ASP
manager.

The flexibility introduced by the combination of WS-Agreement and JSDL allows to handle very complicated jobs in
a wide-area distributed environment.

2.2 VIOLA Meta-Scheduling Environment

The German VIOLA project [11] develops among other components a meta-scheduling environment providing re-
source reservations based on WS-Agreement. The immediate objective of this development is to co-allocate computa-
tional and network resources in a UNICORE-based Grid, but wedesigned the environment to support arbitrary types
of resources and to be integrated into different Grid middleware systems. The main integration effort to access other
middleware, like e.g. Globus, is to implement the client-side interface of the Meta-Scheduling Service. Since it is
beyond the scope of this paper to explain the system in detailwe refer to [12] for a complete architectural description
of it and to [10] for the definition of the negotiation protocol currently implemented.

Fig. 3 sketches the basic architecture of the meta-scheduling environment and its integration into an arbitrary Grid
middleware. The VIOLA Meta-Scheduling Service communicates with a client application using WS-Agreement, it
receives a list of resources (pre-selected by a resource selection service which is not pictured here), and it returns
reservations for some or all of these resources. To interactwith varying types of scheduling systems we use the
adapter pattern approach. The role of an Adapter is to provide a single interface to the Meta-Scheduling Service by
encapsulating the specific interfaces of the different local scheduling systems. Thus the Meta-Scheduling Service can
negotiate resource usage by exploiting a single interface independent of the underlying resource type. To achieve this,
the Meta-Scheduling Service first queries local schedulingsystems for the availability of the requested resources and
then negotiates the reservations across all local scheduling systems which, in order to participate in the negotiation
process, have to be capable and willing to

• let the Meta-Scheduling Service reserve resources in advance by offering data about job execution start and stop
times, and
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Figure 3: High-level meta-scheduling architecture

• provide at least partial access to their local schedules, e.g. by publishing information about available free time
slots.

A prototype of the architecture shown in Fig. 3 has been implemented using the UNICORE Grid middleware
and this prototype is used within the VIOLA testbed to demonstrate the execution of MPI jobs supported by the
co-allocation capabilities of the Meta-Scheduling Service. Furthermore a network resource management system sup-
porting advance reservation is integrated to enable the reservation and scheduling of end-to-end network connections
with a guaranteed Quality of Service level.

3 Experience with Implementing WS-Agreement

By implementing WS-Agreement-based resource orchestration frameworks in the two different projects we gained
substantial experience which we continuously feed into thestandardisation process. In this section we examine some
issues that we think are of value for potential implementersof WS-Agreement.

3.1 Wide Area Business Grid

One of the objectives of Business Grid was to make the system dynamically adapt to workload fluctuation. Specifying
a range of CPU resources together with SLA conditions using Guarantee Terms is one candidate to meet our goals, but
we wanted to let the user be able to specify the controlling ofthe SLA in a flexible manner. To meet our goals, we use a
combination of a statically allocated resource range specified by an Agreement together with policies specified by ASP
managers. As a by-product, we currently do not use the Guarantee Terms. In addition, some of the domain-specific
terms are specified outside the Agreement.

Implementation-specific issues worth mentioning are that the system uses J2EE RI with Pointbase for persis-
tent storage, the Globus Toolkit 4 for WSRF-related services, and, since reserving resources on multiple sites can
be a very complex and time consuming task, we use thecreatePendingAgreement operation rather than the
createAgreement one.

3.2 VIOLA Meta-Scheduling Environment

Since the client automatically generates an Agreement Offer based on the input of a user, the user cannot change
explicitly the structure of an Agreement Offer. With respect to the requirements of the VIOLA target domain (MPI
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jobs) this is a feasible approach, but the application to other domains may change this. An Offer specifies the required
compute resources by using Service Description Terms and the required Network QoS by using Guaranty Terms. On
reception of an Agreement Offer the Meta-Scheduling Service tries to co-allocate all required resources and only in
case of success an Agreement is created.

The negotiation process between the Meta-Scheduling Service and the Adapters is implemented based on a pro-
prietary protocol. This is done because the WS-Agreement protocol does neither specify means to change an existing
agreement nor to cancel an agreement once it was created. This point is covered again in Section 4. The creation of an
agreement is done in a synchronous manner. In our case it is feasible because one important goal in the development
of the Meta-Scheduling Service was to make the negotiation process between the subsystems as effective as possible
and therefore minimise the overhead of the negotiation as much as possible.

4 Requirements for Negotiation of Service Level Agreements

In this subsection, we describe our wish-list with respect to the current draft. A smaller part is under consideration
for the current WS-Agreement recommendation while the bigger part will be addressed in subsequent versions of
WS-Agreement. Acancellation mechanism is required to meet a needs of multi-site allocation use casefor Business
Grid. This is being integrated into the current specification. With regards tore-negotiation, we feel that there is a need
to distinguish between two types of re-negotiation: (i) Re-negotiation is done in the initial phase where the two parities
negotiate on the Agreement terms and (ii) re-negotiation isneeded after an Agreement has reached theObservedstate.

Here we would like to discuss two issues for the latter re-negotiation type, with the assumption that the current
Agreement is in the Observed state during the re-negotiation. There are two major features we think are necessary to
make WS-Agreement an even more useful specification for SLAs: a modifiable expiration time and a modifiable list
of resources. The first requirement is able to satisfy requests arising from dynamic business conditions, where one
party may want to extend or shorten the time that an Agreementwill be effective. The second requirement addresses
situations - like the one described before in the Business Grid example - where resources will be allocated within a
certain range specified in order to meet the SLAs. However, due to increasing resource demand there may be cases
in which the Agreement Initiator would like to plan for enhancements to the current system. This could be done in
the following two alternative ways: Re-negotiation of the original Agreement or creation of a new Agreement with
references to the original Agreement.

The discussion of the items of the wish-list has recently been started in the GRAAP working group. As a result of
this discussion several small subgroups (“design-teams”)have already been installed or will be installed soon. These
sub-groups focus on

• the further development of WS-Agreement to include e.g. cancellation and re-negotiation,

• a protocol for a multi-step negotiation of agreements as used for example in the VIOLA project,

• provision of other term languages, e.g. including network related terms, and

• terms related to reservation, e.g. start, duration, strategy.

5 Future Perspectives

Even before the WS-Agreement specification has become a proposed recommendation of the GGF early adopters have
already started using WS-Agreement prototypes in several projects, e.g. Cremona [9]. It has also attracted attention
from several large communities, as described above, and we expect a broader uptake once the specification is published
as proposed recommendation.

The next major activity to be carried out is the demonstration of interoperability between different implementations
of WS-Agreement. In parallel the GRAAP Working Group will start to work on a negotiation protocol based on WS-
Agreement, where it is planned to include most of the features described in Section 4. We already started discussion
and work on the protocol for the multi-step negotiation between resource provider and resource consumer. Finally,
the third activity started recently is focusing on new term languages to support a broader range of usage scenarios for
WS-Agreement, e.g. expressing domain-specific service level objectives for network or security.
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